
Lighthouse Federation  

Geography Content & Progression 

Locational Knowledge 
  

Reception Children will: 

 Know where they live 

 Learn that they live in Norfolk which is part of the United Kingdom and know of some of the places they 
live near or have visited. 

 Know the names of some different countries around the world. 
 

Key Stage 1 Children will already know that they live in Norfolk and the names of some of the places they live near 
and have visited.  They understand that the world is divided up into many countries and that we can travel 
to these countries.  
 
They will go on to … 
(The UK) 

  Know where they live, and where their school is located – that they live in or near Roughton or 
Happisburgh which are in Norfolk, which is in England and part of the United Kingdom. 

  Know that Norfolk is in the east of England 

  Understand that the United Kingdom is made up of islands.  

  Know the names of some the seas that surround the United Kingdom. 

 Know that the sea surrounding the Norfolk coast is called the North Sea 

  Know where the United Kingdom is on a world map and a globe  

  Know that the United Kingdom is made up of England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland 

  Know the capital cities of England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland. 

  Know that there are other countries that are located near the UK.  
 

(Europe and the World) 

  Learn that the United Kingdom is part of Europe, which is a continent. 

  Name the world’s 7 continents and know that each continent is made up of a series of countries 

 Know that the Antarctica is the world’s most southerly continent, and includes the South Pole 

  Know that the Arctic is part of Europe and includes the North Pole 

  Understand why these areas of the world are called the North and South Poles  

 Talk about and compare some different countries they have studies, including Peru, knowing that it is on 
the continent of South America 

  Name the world’s five oceans 

  Know that the Southern Ocean surrounds Antarctica 

 Know that the Arctic Ocean surrounds the Arctic 

 Know that the Atlantic Ocean separates the Americas from Europe. 
 

Lower KS 2 Children will already know how the world is divided into continents and countries. They know that there 
are many oceans and seas and be able to name these. They will have a clear understanding of where they 
live and how to locate where they live on a map or globe. They will know some facts about the UK such as 
countries and capital cities. They will know where London is in comparison to them and they would have 
gained an awareness of other places in the world such as Peru and the Polar regions and where these are 
located. 
They will go on to … 
 
(The UK) 

  Reinforce their knowledge of the four countries that make up the United Kingdom 

  Know that the UK is broken up into 48 different counties, and that London is situated in the county of 
Greater London 

  Know that Norfolk is one of these counties and be able to name and locate the major towns within 
Norfolk. 

 Locate some of the main cities of the United Kingdom 

 Know the location of some of the major human and physical features of places such as police stations, 
train stations, and airports, rivers, mountains , deserts and forests 

 Understand where Scotland is as part of the UK, and how it has a number of island communities with 



over 900 islands 

  Know that the islands of Scotland are divided into four main groups – Shetlands, Orkneys and the Inner 
and Outer Hebrides.  

  Locate the Neolithic stone settlement of Skara Brae on the west coast of the island of Mainland Orkney 

  Identify the locations of Early Man within the British Isles. 
 
(Europe and the World) 

  Reinforce their knowledge that the United Kingdom is a country within Europe and explore other 
countries within Europe (particularly Italy), identifying their airports and transport links. 

  Reinforce their knowledge that  the world has  7 continents, naming and locating these. 

 Develop their understanding of the geography of the world by knowing where China, Egypt and Italy 
are, which continents they are on and which countries border them. 

 Know the location of key human and physical features such as the Great Wall of China, The Pyramids of 
Giza and the Colosseum of Rome, the River Nile, the Sahara and Gobi Deserts 

  Know that Rome is the capital of Italy and know some the key topographical features of Rome 

  Know that Italy is broken up into different regions and that Rome is situated in the region of Lazio 
 

Upper KS 2 Children have made more detailed studies into the UK, becoming familiar with cities and towns within the 
country as well as some key physical features.  They have developed a greater knowledge of the location 
and features of Scotland and know the major island groups. They know about the countries of Europe and 
its major cities and transport links. Children are more knowledgeable about the continents of the world 
and some of the countries within these. 
  
They will go on to …  
(The UK) 

  Explain the historic migration and invasion of other peoples into the UK, based on knowledge of location 
(Vikings, Anglo-Saxons, Normans) and know where these people came from and where they settled. 

  Compare how England was divided in the past to how it is divided now (Kingdoms to Counties) 

  Know the major rivers in the UK and explain the impact of these on travel, settlement and trade. 

  Understand that the River Wensum is Norfolk’s river and know its route from source to sea. 
 

(Europe and the World) 

 Know the countries that were involved in World War II and their geographical relationships. 

  In the study of the war, know which major cities in the UK and Europe were chosen for aerial attacks and 
explain the reasons for this – location (ports , airfields etc) cultural / historical interest etc  

  Understand and explain geographical significance of Norfolk during the war. 

  Further explore the continent of Europe and identify where modern day Greece is, describing it in terms 
of global position, continent, time zone and positional relationship to other countries etc 

  Know that Greece is made up of a mainland and islands and name the seas that border Greece 

  Explain the impact its location within Europe has had on its history. 

  Identify the location of key human and geography features of Greece such as the Parthenon, Mount 
Oympus. 

  Know some of the countries that make up North and South America 

  Know where the Mayan civilisation evolved 

  Identify some of the world’s major rivers and the countries they run through their course through with 
particular focus on North and South America. 

  Understand that rivers often form natural borders between countries. 

  Describe the geographical position of the Niagara River and its link between Lake Erie and Lake Ontario 

  Know that North and South America are two of the world’s 7 continents 

  Know the location of the ‘The Ring of Fire’ (Circum- Pacific Belt) considering the continents, and some of 
the countries that surround it 

  Know that the Circum- Pacific Belt is in the Pacific Ocean 

 Know some of the physical features of this area that make it unique 

 Know where the main volcanoes of the world are situated 

 

 


